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Cooler boxes

COOLER BOXES
The Amfi Craft cooler box is a moulded fibre reinforced polyester unit uniquely designed for the
storage and transportation of temperature sensitive products. The walls and lid of the unit are
injected with a rigid Polyurethane core thus allowing for outstanding temperature maintenance.

SUPERIOR INSULATING CAPABILITY
So what makes the Amfi Craft cooler box so unique? In 2003 an article was published in Practical
Sailor magazine about an experiment conducted in America that compared Amfi Craft’s cooler box
with two other popular American cooler boxes.
A gallon of frozen water was placed inside each of the three cooler boxes, after which the lids were
shut. The following day, the amount of melted ice was measured for each of the three cooler boxes.
The first of the American cooler boxes yielded 8.5 cups, the second 8 cups, and the Amfi Craft cooler
box just 5.5. Stated differently, the Amfi Craft’s cooler box maintained an impressive 66% of the ice,
while the other two managed just 50% and 53%.
The results speak for themselves; there is no doubting the superior temperature maintenance
capability of the Amfi Craft cooler box.

FEATURES


Strong and
durable



Neoprene rubber seal
recessed in
lid



Stainless steel/
aliminium fittings (noncorrosive)



Lock down webbing
and industrial velcro



Tight sealing
lid with velcro straps
which minimises the risk
of temperature loss



Flexible hinge
system on lid



Padded handles
for extra comfort

Stackable for
easy storage
and transportation

APPLICATIONS



Hunting
Fishing




Camping and leisure
Catering and food storage




Commercial
Medical

GET THE BEST RESULTS FROM YOUR COOLER BOX





Always ensure that your produce is well frozen or chilled before packing
for a trip (at least 24hrs prior to departure).
Always place your ice packs on top because cold air drops.
Press down firmly on the lid when closing to ensure a tight seal.
Don’t leave the lid open for extended periods when packed with produce.

DIMENSIONS
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